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Automatic approximate circuits generator, with tunable accuracy for specific applications.sd   This CAD tool is fully integrated in standard digital design flow and compatible with any synthesizable design.ddd             sdsd


[3] M. Weber et al., Balancing Adder for error tolerant applications, ISCAS, 2013.
[4] N. Zhu et al., An enhanced low-power high-speed Adder For Error-Tolerant application, ISIC, 2009.
Automatic CAD Flow
Automatic gate level pruning CAD tool
The main idea is to slice the circuit structure and to speculate internal signals from a reduced number of inputs. An additional balancing technique can be used       to reduce the potential errors and tune them to application specifications.


Inexact Speculative Adder
errors and tune them to application specification. This technique can multiply circuit speed and strongly relax its timing and mapping constraints, allowing huge energy and area savings,  up to 73 % Energy-Delay-Area (EDAP) reduction for 0.001 % relative error RMS and 88 % reduction for 1 % relative error RMS.
Speculative adder ETBA [3]
Power and EDAP normalized costs versus RMS mean and max relative error of 32-bit Inexact Speculative Adders
[1] A. Lingamneni et al., Algorithmic methodologies for ultra-efficient inexact architectures for sustaining technology scaling, CF, 2012.
[2] A. Lingamneni et al., Parsimonious circuits for error-tolerant applications through probabilistic logic minimization, PATMOS, 2011.


Inexact characterization and co-design framework
Pruning[1] consists in removing circuit’s parts such as full adder cells (coarse grain), or gates (fine grain), that are not often activated, and which do not have a significant impact on the final output. The error is proportional to the number of removed elements.
For some applications, as image, video or audio processing where final outputs is interpreted by human senses, a small amount or error may not affect the end-user. A wide variety of inexact design techniques can be used at different abstraction level to optimize application and efficiency. Those techniques used independently have shown significant gains in energy efficiency.
In order to take full advantage of the inexact hardware, software and algorithms have to be developed in a Cross-layer Co-design Framework, where optimizations are performed from the physical layer up to the algorithm layer.


Gate-level Circuit Pruning



Minimization consists in introducing bit flips in Karnaugh maps of logic functions in order to reduce circuit complexity.
Inexact Logic Minimization

This technique is compatible with any combinational circuit and can show up to one order magnitude savings in power and area for 10 % mean error.
Energy, delay and area gains of 32-bit pruned multipliers
Energy, delay and area gains of 32-bit pruned adders
http://iclab.epfl.ch/inexact


Cross-layer Co-design Framework


Analysis, Metrics, Validation


Physical layer

Algorithm layer
Circuit layer



Logic layer


Circuit layer

Logic layer

K-Maps of the (a) correct function of full adder carry, (b) function with
a favorable 0-to-1 bit flip, (c) function with a favorable 1-to-0 bit flip
(d) function with a non-favorable 0-to-1 bit flip [2]
Gains up to 8X in Energy-Delay-Area
Product (EDAP) for a 16-bit adder [2]







Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) representation of a gate-level netlist least significant gates have been removed by the pruning algorithm



